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Hello Spring!
MONTHLY QUOTE: DON'T WATCH THE CLOCK; DO
WHAT IT DOES. KEEP GOING - SAM LEVENSON

We are nearing the end of the year as months pass by.
Although we have come across some challenges due to the
ongoing pandemic, the more you work hard, the more
pride you'll have to enter summer! We hope you had a
good month.
We have loads prepared for you this month: Social Media
Advertising, facts about France, our historical locationPalazzo Rosso, Charles Babbage as our scientist of the
month, a short story "The Dinner Party", information
about Sustainability Week and our recommendations page
with a book, TV series, and a film.
We hope you enjoyed the last issue, and are intrigued to
read this one!

Team:

In this issue: Beatrice Mambretti, Bianca Lazzereschi, Elia
Ines Adéle Hamouche, Elizaveta Katiushina, Lidia Bulatova,
Sofia Brunamonti Binello, and Valeria Fassone we hope to
expand in the upcoming year. We are a collaborative and
determined team to bring you the best every month!
If interested in joining contact: vfassone@isgenoa.it

Social Media
Advertising
WRITTEN BY BEATRICE MAMBRETTI

Social Media and how it's used nowadays in
marketing and advertisements?
Several brands have taken the opportunity to

New marketing strategies within social media

join social media apps to display their products

have grown significantly especially during the

and services as a form of advertisement and

lockdown. Brands will reach out to an influencer

make a profit. There is now the possibility to buy

or celebrity and offer them a contract that

products

social

media

apps

like

partakes in exposing the product on their social

Facebook.

The

apps

use

media platforms, in a creative and innovative

algorithms to display their content on the

way. After the promotion is completed the

recommendations page of users interested in

influencer gets paid according to how many

learning more about the products, perhaps even

followers they have and views they obtain on the

buying it. The advertisements are capable of

post, the more views the better pay. The

targeting a more accurate public for the product

product, therefore, is more likely to be bought if

rather than displaying it on the TV, radio, or

recommended

street advertisements for the whole public.

influencer they look up to. This is the same

Instagram

through
and

concept

to

as

them

putting

by

a

celebrity

celebrities

attracting

and

on

or
TV

Studies were conducted in 2018 and the results

advertisements,

convincing

showed that only 16% of people in America

followers of the celebrity into buying the product

watched Satellite TV without paying for further

or service.

subscriptions, meaning that only 52,512,000
people out of 328.2 million people in America

From small business owners to the world’s

were watching TV advertisements. Whereas, the

largest corporations, the use of social media has

other 84% of the American population pays for

been incorporated into work habits, not only to

extra subscriptions such as Netflix, Hulu, or

promote their business and products but also to

Amazon Prime Video, which do not display

share information and news. Social media is

advertisements. Subsequently, advertising on the

currently not only for social networking but is the

new, high-demand apps is more effective as a

prominent virtual environment to help promote

larger population of people will view the product.

brands, products, and services. The influence of

The advertisement is based and focused on the

social media is undeniable, brands can meet a

preferences of the person alongside the brand

vast number of audiences within seconds after

saving thousands of dollars. Consumers can also

uploading an ad, have easy access to buying the

click on the image on the social media app and

product

arrive automatically at the product's store site.

traditional advertisements. This also ensures ads

Within a click, the customer is ready to buy the

reaching

product instantly. In contrast, on TV you must

developing systems of applications and social

take time out of your days to search for the

media.

as

well

as

specific

brand and look for the product you want.
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France
WRITTEN BY LIDIA BULATOVA

France, officially the République Française, is
among the most important nations of the
Western world, both historically and culturally.
Bounded

by

the

Atlantic

Ocean

and

the

Mediterranean Sea, the Alps, and the Pyrenees,
France

has

long

provided

a

geographic,

economic, and linguistic bridge joining northern
and southern Europe.
Religion:
In 1905, France became a secular state
and, since then, the French government
has followed the principle of laïcité, in
which the State does not recognize any
official religion.
Three-fifths of the French people belong
to the Roman Catholic Church, making it
the largest religion in the country.
Islam is the second most widely professed
religion

in

France,

primarily

due

to

migration from Middle Eastern countries.
Language:
The French language was derived from
Vulgar

Latin

standardized
onwards,

and
from

with

started
the

the

to

17th

be

century

creation

of

the

Académie française in 1634. It spread
worldwide as France expanded its colonial
empire.
French is an official language in 29
countries,

including

France,

Belgium,

Canada, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Congo,
Mali, and Senegal. Many international
institutions have French as one of their
official languages, including the United
Nations and the European Union.
French

has

homophones,

a

great

making

way

number
for

of

many

tongue twisters, such as: As-tu vu le vert
ver allant vers le verre en verre vert?
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Food
Salade Niçoise:
A typical French salad from the
region Provence
Mix

of

lettuce,

fresh

tomatoes,

boiled eggs, (canned or fresh) tuna,
green

beans,

Nicoise

Cailletier

olives, and anchovies.
A stew made from beef braised in
red wine, beef broth, and seasoned
vegetables including pearl onions
and mushrooms.
Originally a peasant dish, this recipe
now

a

staple

in

French

restaurants around the world.
French

Provençal

stewed

vegetable dish, originating in Nice.
The central dish to the 2007 Pixar
computer-animated

comedy

film

“Ratatouille”.

important festival in the French
calendar.
Commemorates

the

day

that

Parisian commoners and peasants
stormed the fortress and prison of
Bastille.
Takes place every February
One of the largest carnivals in the
world; alongside those in Brazil,
Venice, and Mardi Gras in New
Orleans.
Most important event on the French

Tarte Tatin
Named after the Tatin sisters who
invented it and served it in their
hotel as the signature dish
Pastry in

Bastille Day is the biggest and most

Nice Carnival

Ratatouille
A

Bastille Day
Celebrated nationwide on July 14,

Boeuf bourguignon

is

Customs and Celebrations

which

the

apples

are

caramelized in butter and sugar
before being baked.
Chocolate soufflé
The word soufflé comes from the
French verb ‘to blow’ and, and as the
name suggests, this is a light, airy
dessert.
Dates back to the early 18th century
Nowadays is a staple on dessert
menus around the world.

Riviera.

With

more

than

1,000

dancers and musicians from around
the world performing.
Festival d’Avignon
The annual theater festival is held in
July in the courtyard of the Palais
des Papes in Avignon.
During this time, Avignon transforms
its

architectural

various

majestic

heritage

into

performance

venues.
The town also becomes an open-air
forum where festival-goers can talk
about the shows and share their
experiences.
Fashion
Paris is known as the home to many
high-end fashion houses, such as
Dior, Hermes, Louis Vuitton, and
Chanel.
The

term

haute

couture

is

associated with French fashion and
loosely means fancier garments that
are handmade or made to order.
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Palazzo Rosso—
Genoa, Italy
WRITTEN BY SOFIA BRUNAMONTI BINELLO

Walking down via Giuseppe Garibaldi, in the center of
Genoa, is an experience I strongly recommend.
This location has maintained the aura of splendor and
elegance that was characteristic of European cities
throughout the renaissance. Some of the buildings are
particularly striking—such as Palazzo Bianco and
Palazzo Rosso—both of which have been turned into
museums but were formerly private homes.
The latter—Palazzo Rosso—is named after the color of
its facade, a strong brick-red. Facing its monumental
entrance door, glazing through its windows, one can’t
help but wonder what the history behind this
incredible palace, of Renaissance Genoa, truly is.
Palazzo Rosso was built in the 17th century (between
1671 and 1677) by the brothers Rodolfo and Giovanni
Francesco
Brignole
Sale.
Giovanni
Francesco
commissioned the decoration of the rooms to some
major artists of the second half of the seventeenth
century in Genoa. The first interventions were carried
out on the second floor. The main hall and the fresco
on the vault were completed, and the resulting work
was dubbed Phaeton in the presence of his father Apollo,
by De Ferrari.
Like many other beautiful pieces of art throughout
Europe, this one was destroyed by the bombings of
the Second World War—yet, we can get a decent
glimpse of its former glory by looking at the available
preparatory sketches.
In the mid-eighteenth century, the facade was
finalized and took the appearance we see today. It was
defined by the architect Francesco Cantone. Most
prominent are the statues of lions that adorn the
windows near the second floor. These are a reference
to the family emblem: a lion. The residence remained
the property of the powerful Brignole Sale family for
two centuries. The palazzo was turned into a museum
in the 19th century and went from being something
for the very few, to something for all those who are
interested in knowing its beauty and history.

Location: Via Garibaldi, 18,
16124 Genova GE
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Charles Babbage
WRITTEN BY VALERIA FASSONE

Charles Babbage was an English mathematician and
inventor, he was born on December 26 in England
and is considered to be the father of the modern
computer.
Starting from 1812, he had a prominent role in his
social circles, helping to initiate the Analytical
Society

who

was

determined

to

introduce

developments from the European continents into
English mathematics. Later in 1816 he was elected
a fellow of the Royal Society of London and
proceeded to found the Royal Astronomical Society
(1820) and Royal Statistical Society (1834).
Starting

in

1823

after

receiving

government

support, he started with his projected machine the
Difference Engine. This was a digital device that
operated

on

discrete

decimal

opposed

to

smooth

quantities.

digits

(0-9)

They

as

were

represented by positions on toothed wheels rather
than binary digits, when one of these toothed
wheels switched from 9 to 0, the wheel beside it
advanced one, carrying the digit. This machine had
storage as well, therefore requiring development in
mechanical
Babbage

engineering

devoted

techniques;

himself.

to

Unfortunately,

which
this

machine never finished being built, due to the
machinist responsible (Joseph Clement) refusing to
continue unless prepaid.

The Difference Engine 2 was built in 1991 by British
scientists and in 2000 the printer accompanying it
was built; all according to Babbage’s specifications.
Apart

from

his

contributions

to

the

modern

computer, Charles Babbage also established a
modern postal system in England, compiled the
first reliable actuarial tables, invented a type of
speedometer and the locomotive cowcatcher
Charles Babbage died in England on October 18,
1871

In the mid-1830s Babbage developed plans for an
Analytical Engine, the closest thing to a modern
digital computer. He envisioned the device to
perform any arithmetic operation (from a basis of
instructions from punched cards), have a memory
unit to store numbers, and sequential control. This
device’s memory unit was able to hold up to 1000,
50-digit numbers- larger than any computer built
before 1960. The Analytical engine was to be
steam-driven and run by solely one attendant.
However, this was also never completed, even
forgotten until Babbage’s unpublished notebooks
were discovered in 1937.
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The Dinner Party
FOUND BY ELIA INES ADÉLE HAMOUCHE,
WRITTEN BY MONA GARDNER

The country is India. A large dinner party is being
given in an up-country station by a colonial official and
his wife. The guests are army officers and government
attaches and their wives, and an American naturalist.
At one side of the long table a spirited discussion
springs up between a young girl and a colonel. The girl
insists women have long outgrown the jumping-on-achair-at-the-sight-of-a-mouse era, that they are not as
fluttery as their grandmothers. The colonel says they
are, explaining women haven't the actual nerve
control of men. The other men at the table agree with
him.
"A woman's unfailing reaction in any crisis, " the
colonel says, "is to scream. And while a man may feel
like it, yet he has that ounce more of control than a
woman has. And that last ounce is what counts. "
The American scientist does not join in the argument
but sits and watches the faces of the other guests. As
he looks, he sees a strange expression come over the
face of the hostess. She is staring straight ahead, the
muscles of her face contracting slightly. With a small
gesture she summons the native boy standing behind
her chair. She whispers to him. The boy's eyes widen:
he turns quickly and leaves the room. No one else
sees this, nor the boy when he puts a bowl of milk on
the verandah outside the glass doors.
The American comes to with a start. In India, milk in a
bowl means only one thing. It is bait for a snake. He
realizes there is a cobra in the room.

He looks up at the rafters-the likeliest place - and sees
they are bare. Three corners of the room, which he
can see by shifting only slightly, are empty. In the
fourth corner a group of servants stand, waiting until
the next course can be served. The American realizes
there is only one place left - under the table.
His first impulse is to jump back and warn the others.
But he knows the commotion will frighten the cobra
and it will strike. He speaks quickly, the quality of his
voice so arresting that it sobers everyone.
"I want to know just what control everyone at this
table has. I will count three hundred - that's five
minutes - and not one of you is to move a single
muscle. The persons who move will forfeit 50 rupees.
Now! Ready!"
The 20 people sit like stone images while he counts.
He is saying ". . . two hundred and eighty . . ." when,
out of the corner of his eye, he sees the cobra emerge
and make for the bowl of milk. Four or five screams
ring out as he jumps to slam shut the verandah doors.
"You certainly were right, Colonel!" the host says. "A
man has just shown us an example of real control."
"Just a minute," the American says, turning to his
hostess, "there's one thing I'd like to know. Mrs.
Wynnes, how did you know that cobra was in the
room?"
A faint smile lights up the woman's face as she replies.
"Because it was lying across my foot."
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Cartoons About
Sustainability
WRITTEN BY 11TH ENGLISH B (ISABELLA
AGOSTINONE HERNANDEZ, LEONARDO
BAGLIANO, GIACOMO GRILLI, ALESSANDRO
ROMEO, MATTEO ROSSI)

As most of us probably know, ISG has decided to
In other words, this represents a communicative
breakdown. Does it depend on the viewer, the
author, the publisher of the comic, or the context
of publication? Some comics may not send a clear
message, either intentionally or unintentionally, in
which case the cause of the disruption might
depend on the author, on the publisher, or on an
unsuitable communicative context.
These particular comics, however, were published
in the midst of a worldwide environmental crisis
sending an unequivocal message. The most likely
cause of a possible communicative breakdown, in
this case, are viewers who are either not aware of
the need to take care of the planet or simply, not
interested in doing it, as is the case for climate
change negationists or catastrophists.
Some of the comics, possibly the funniest ones, are
more accusatory, thus potentially polarizing. They
are likely to draw more attention but can be less
likely to promote constructive action. The burning
emergency of sustainability can hardly afford the
aggravation of fake claims or defeatist attitudes.
This is an important consideration as we have only
limited time to act before the climate reaches a
point of no return. Emergencies demand optimal
management, and communication is of the essence
in this department.

become an Eco-school.
This means that we'll start taking small actions that
will help the environment in the long run, for
example: studying the causes and effects of
pollution, recycling paper, plastic, and organic
waste, optimizing our use of energy and water, and
planting trees.
For our class project, we decided to help the
environment by understanding the communication
revolving around it, we examined a number of dark
humor comics about sustainability.
When analyzing these kinds of comics, we had to
look at three different meanings: literal, humorous,
and serious. Dark humor comics refer to problems.
In this case, the problem is climate change.
Let us first ask ourselves why communication is
important in general. It makes individuals and
communities aware of what is happening in any
field. Within comics, there are different types of
communication: personal, mass, verbal/nonverbal.
It is a way to make a message spread around a
community in depth by taking advantage of humor.
In the case of our dark humor comics, the
underlying message is taking care of the planet.
So,

how

communicatively

effective

are

the

humorous metaphors and sarcastic innuendos in
comics?
The element of surprise typical to comics is what
draws and keeps the viewer's attention. Yet, the
assumptions made to understand such elements
might not be the same for everybody creating a risk
of misunderstanding not only of the joke but also
of the message it contains.
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Recommendations
of the Month

SERIES: BROOKLYN- NINE-NINE
"An incredible blend of lovable and hilarious
characters. So much fun. So many laugh-out-loud

COMPILED BY: ELIZAVETA KATIUSHINA AND
BIANCA LAZZERESCHI

BOOK:

IN

THE

SEA,

THERE

moments."

ARE

CROCODILES: BASED ON A TRUE STORY FABIO GEDA

A series following the exploits of Det. Jake
Peralta and his diverse, lovable colleagues as
they police the NYPD's 99th Precinct. Every
episode has a different but exciting crime with
a comedic touch.

“A page turner… Salutary and humane, In the Sea
There are Crocodiles, as its international bestseller
status indicates, deserves to be read widely by young
and older readers alike.” - The Guardian

Genre: Sitcom/Comedy
Premiere Date: 2018
Producers(s):

Marshall

Boone,

Norm

Hiscock & Matt Nodella

Inspired by the true story of Enaiatollah Akbari, a little

Seasons: 7

boy from an Afghan village that was captured by the
Taliban.
After being left to fight for his own at the early age of
10, Enaiatollah begins his journey of survival in
Pakistan. Until the age of 15, the boy keeps working
minimum wage, getting into dangerous situations and
meeting all kinds of new people, both good and bad.
Throughout his travels he visits Iran, Turkey, Pakistan,
and Greece before ending up in Italy, where he meets
the writer of the book and gives him an insight on his
life. One important thing I took from this novel is that
we should have compassion and respect for each
other, we never know what challenges the other person
has faced.
I believe that In the Sea There are Crocodiles is a great
story that is suitable for audiences of all ages. I found it
very easy to read and I was just flying through the book
as the story line is captivating as well.

FILM: ESCAPE ROOM
"Sometimes diverting, but overly familiar series of
set pieces in search of a good melodrama"
Six

adventurous

strangers

travel

to

a

mysterious building to experience the escape
room - a game where players compete to solve
a series of puzzles to win $10,000. What starts
out as seemingly innocent fun soon turns into a
living nightmare as the four men and two
women discover each room is an elaborate trap
that's part of a sadistic game of life or death.
Genres: adventure, puzzle & thriller
Released: 2019
Producers: Neal H. Moritz; Ori Marmur
Duration: 1h 39m
Rating: PG 13
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